Abstract-A large-scale mapping approach is combined with multiple robots events to achieve cooperative mapping. The mapping approach used is based on hierarchical SLAMglobal level and local maps-, which is generalized for the multirobot case. In particular, the consequences of multi-robot loop closing events (common landmarks detection and relative pose measurement between robots) are analyzed and managed at a global level. We present simulation results for each of these events using aerial and ground robots, and experimental results obtained with ground robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many robotic missions can be more efficiently and robustly achieved by a team of robots. Our interest is focused on air/ground robotics cooperative systems: within such systems, building and sharing environment representations is a key functionality to allow effective cooperation between the robots. The environment mapping problem is then more complex than in the single robot case [1] , [2] . Notably, some issues arise because of communication constraints (it can not be taken for granted that all the acquired information can be centralized), and because robots might have heterogeneous perception means. The latter point naturally impacts the data association problem, but in this paper we focus on the distributed nature of the mapping.
Distributed mapping naturally leads to approaches where the robots build independent maps. Various "events" can occur during the exploration, which provide information on the spatial organization of these maps: i.e. relative robot position observations or map matching. The goal of this paper is to analyze these events, and to properly manage the mapping process among the robots when they occur. For that purpose, we propose an approach that generalizes the hierarchical SLAM approach introduced in [3] to a multirobot context: each robot builds a set of independent local maps (or "submaps") and maintains an adjacency graph between these maps, that constitutes the global level. The occurrence of the aforementioned events raises the following questions: How to manage the global level and the local maps between the robots ? What information must be exchanged between the robots for that purpose ?
Related work: Different scalable SLAM approaches in which a single vehicle builds multiple local maps have been proposed, mainly to reduce computational complexity and to delay linearization errors until the map merging [4] , [5] [6]. When the maps are merged into a single one, on the basis of either common landmarks between local maps, or simply the sequential constraint, a fully correlated map of the environment is obtained. Successful fast implementations exploiting the topology of the representation to systematically join and fuse local map have been proposed for the single vehicle case, such as trees [7] , or binary trees [6] .
Work on map merging in a multi-robot context has been presented in [8] : the authors propose an algorithm to align maps built by different vehicles. The information provided by the robot-to-robot measurements (rendez-vous) is used to obtain the transformation between their coordinate frames. In [1] , the authors use a maximum likelihood approach to merge maps with initial unknown correspondences. This work subdivides the multi-robot problem into three subproblems: incremental localization and mapping, loop closure and island merging. This is related to our approach, in the sense that we also consider this subdivision, although we rely on the rendez-vous and landmark correspondences events to trigger loop closures at the global graph level. The advantage of the global level is that it keeps consistency, via a batch optimization, on the global position of each robot without the need of communicating all the local maps.
Outline: The next section briefly describes the hierarchical SLAM approach and sketches its extension to multiple robots, considering two events among robots that trigger loop closures. Section III depicts these events and their impact on the overall map building strategy. Sections IV and V respectively present simulation results with aerial and ground robots, and experimental results with ground robots. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper. 
II. APPROACH

A. Hierarchical SLAM
In the hierarchical SLAM approach [3], independent consecutive local maps are represented in their own reference frame (lrf), and the upper global level is a graph whose nodes correspond to the origin of the local maps, and whose edges are relative transformations between them. The nodes poses are expressed in the world reference frame (wrf). Local Level: The local level contains the feature-based locally referred stochastic map, built with the standard EKF-SLAM. A local map i is defined by:
n is the pose of the nth robot andM
m ] ⊤ is the map of m landmarks, both with respect to R i frame. For one robot, local maps are obtained sequentially: the relative transformation between consecutive maps is given by the last robot pose in the lrf, i.e.,x R i R i+1 =r
The last robot pose is marginalized out from the local map to become part of the global level. The global level is defined by the statex g of relative transformations between local maps and the associated covariance
The relative transformationx R i R j between the lrf of local maps R i and R j are the edges of the graph. The nodes (origins of local maps) are obtained by compounding the previous origin with the relative transformation 1 . Note that the global level might be viewed as a sparse pose-SLAM [10] , where local maps are hanging from past robot poses in wrf, but with no correlation before a loop closure.
Loop Closure: At the global level, a loop closure corresponds to a cycle in the graph, that appears for instance when a relative position estimate between non consecutive submaps is established by a map matching process. Such a cycle defines a constraint between a series of relative transformations:
Given that h(x) is not linear due to the angular terms, the enforcement of this constraint can be formulated as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem. A solution for instance could be based on the Iterative EKF as presented in [3] . As a consequence, the part of the state involved in the loop closure at global level becomes correlated, resulting in a non-sparse covariance matrix P g .
B. Multiple robots
A hierarchical SLAM approach in the multi-robot case seems a priori straightforward: each robot manages a set of submaps and a global graph of poses. But the interests of multi-robot mapping arise of course when the robots exchange position or mapping information, which allows to enhance the individual maps spatial consistency and to build up a multi-robot pose graph. The two following events provide such information (Figure 1 ):
• rendez-vous between robots, i.e. relative robot to robot pose observations, • map-matching of independent submaps between two robots (or of landmarks belonging to independent submaps). These two events create a link between the robot's global level. Whereas in a single robot case a loop closure only occurs when the robot revisits a previously mapped place, in a multi-robot case these events trigger loop closures: any cycle that appears in the overall graph defined by the concatenation of each robot graph (the multi-robot graph) is a loop closure. The compounding of all relative transformations that define a cycle is equal to zero as in equation 3, and a batch optimization over the transformations can be performed. Note that to obtain a cycle in the graph defined by the concatenation of two robots' global levels, at least two events between these robots are required 2 .
Also, a third loop closing event is to be considered: absolute position observation, as provided by e.g. a GPS fix or an algorithm that matches landmarks with an initial georeferenced map. This establishes a link between the current robot pose and the georeferenced frame, triggering a loop closure for a single robot that has already been absolutely localized once (e.g. if it started from a georeferenced position).
Besides a low algorithmic complexity, the main advantage to exploit a hierarchical map structure in multi-robot mapping is the low communication bandwidth required among the robots: only the individual global graphs need to be exchanged to update the multi-robot graph.
C. Map Merging
Merging submaps into a global map is not necessary for the robots to operate, as is not required to maintain the consistency on the graph. Should one require a global map, the map fusion could be delayed until all possible loop closures are performed, e.g at the end of the mapping process. An approach similar to the Divide & Conquer algorithm [6] is exploited for that purpose, on a node that centralizes all the information. We merge maps considering common map information in covariance form. However, fusion in Information form [2] has more interesting properties for decentralized systems: once the common landmarks for both maps are matched, the maps are transformed to the same reference and the information is just added.
III. LOOP-CLOSING EVENTS A. Setting up links
Rendez-vous: The relative transformation between two robots can be readily observed by a dedicated sensor (e.g. a robot camera that perceives a known pattern on another robot), or indirectly by matching two data sets acquired by both robots (e.g. a scan or feature matching process -as we do in our experiments, see section V). In both cases, the estimated transformationx R i ,R j and the associated covariance generates a link in the multi-robot graph:
where z
is directly the measurement. Map-matching: Matches established between submaps (or landmarks within submaps) built by different robots set up a link between nodes of robot's global levels. Such matches must be searched between submaps that are likely to match, which can either be selected on the basis of their position estimate 3 , or by applying loop closure detection approaches -e.g. using image indexing techniques [11] , such approaches having never been applied with multiple robots to our knowledge. Once submaps or landmark are matched, an estimation method yields the relative transformation between the submaps lrf with the associated covariance. For instance, for point landmarks, a statistic least-squares method can be applied:x
where L is the number of matched landmarks. Absolute localization: In an air/ground context, it is reasonable to assume that both kind of robots receive GPS fixes from time to time. The relative transformation provided by a GPS fix for vehicle i is simplyx R i G , where G is the georeferenced frame. Such information provide a link between a lrf and a global georeferenced frame, and generate a loop at the graph level for an individual robot.
B. Impact on the submaps
The hierarchical SLAM approach makes the assumption that the submaps are statistically independent. This is the case between submaps built by different robots, but it is an approximation for the submaps that are built by the same robot 4 . However, in the multi-robot case it can happen that two different events create a link on the same node, i.e. if a map-matching is established after a rendez-vous. To avoid this problem, new submaps are systematically started after an event occurs.
Similarly, to avoid counting information twice if one wants to merge all the submaps, after a map-matching event both submaps should be fused into a single submap. This requires that the submaps must be shared among the two robots, but on the one hand this is a pre-requisite to establish the matches, and on the other hand such events will occur when the robots are within communication range.
C. Enforcing constraints
In the centralized case, the loop constraint can be enforced whenever a cycle in the graph is found. If there are several cycles, the constraint is only applied to the largest one. For the distributed case, if a constraint is enforced by one robot and not the others, further global information exchanges will lead to incompatible graphs among robots: a loop constraint should only be enforced when it is known by all the robots. However constraints can be enforced locally, provided the graph state before the constraint application is memorized, which allows to backtrack to a globally consistent graph when new information is received from other robots.
IV. SIMULATION VALIDATION We analyze simulation results for three settings; rendezvous, map matching, and the full collaboration of three robots with several loop closures triggered by the latter events.
The world has 300 landmarks spread along a 10000 m 2 surface. Aerial and ground robots build local maps until any of the events occurs. We show robots' trajectories and consistency plots before the final global map merging. In each submap, the poses and their uncertainties are expressed in the associated lrf s: in order to plot the global positions, we compound the poses and the covariances to obtain them in the wrf. The robots move controlled by linear u and angular ω velocities on their own planes with the following odometry noise model:
The uncertainty of each robot is considered for the 6 DOF x, y, z, yaw, pitch, roll. Robots make bearing only observations: the inverse-depth parameterization is used to map 3D point landmarks, with the parameters ρ init = 0.5 m −1 and σ ρ = 0.5 m −1 (see [13] for more information). The bearing-only observation model has a 0.2 • standard deviation, and the initial parameters for the three experiments are shown in Table I .
Rendez-vous: For this setting we use two robots, r 1 (aerial robot) and r 2 (ground robot). We chose to start with a large uncertainty for r 2 to see the impact of loop closures in the global localization -each local map is started with zero uncertainty, so this does not affect the local EKF-SLAM performance.
The robots meet in the middle of the environment where r 1 detects r 2 and computes the transformation between the two robots. This event triggers a loop closure because both robots initial positions are expressed in the same wrf. The standard deviation of the relative measure between robots is (0.02, 0.02, 0.02, 0.005, 0.005, 0.005) in (m,m,m,rad,rad,rad). The robots meet twice, the first time about 300 s and then approximately at 440 s as shown Figure 3 . The first rendez-vous reduces the covariance on the position of r 2 but unfortunately deteriorates its position (see Figure 3 (b) at 300 s). As one can see in the plot after the second rendez-vous, this problem is mostly fixed.
To evaluate the consistency of the approach, we performed a 50-runs Monte Carlo analysis of the normalized estimation error squared (NEES) of the current robot pose in wrf : as explained in [14] . Figure 2(a) shows the average NEES for the global pose of both robots and the single-sided 95% region for the N * 6 DOF during this setting. The average NEES shows good consistency for the full simulation, thanks to the use of sub-maps. For robot r 2 , the average NEES is small compared with the consistency limits. This is because the robot starts with very large global uncertainty, while the estimation error is not so large.
Map Matching: For this experiment the two robots move clockwise in a circle. Robot r 1 moves in the direction of the initial position of r 2 . Once r 1 reaches that position it is able to close a loop, as seen on 4(a). One of the main issues of this experiment is to compute the transformation between the two local maps which have common landmarks, because the least-square estimation is very sensitive to points whose localization is not accurate. The problem is even more difficult for bearing-only observations, when newly initialized points can be anywhere on the bearing line. The eigenvalues of each point's covariance matrix are computed, and points whose eigenvalues are below a threshold (e.g. 0.1 m 2 ) are selected to estimate the transformation.
The results of a single run experiment are presented on Figure 4 . A first loop is closed at 380 s, which increases the precision of the global localization of r 2 . At 520 s the two robots close another loop. Note that those two loops have mostly improved the global localization of r 2 . When r 2 reaches its original position, it can then close a loop with its first map, at around 610 s: that map being connected to one of the map of r 1 , a slight improvement on the localization of r 1 can be seen through its covariance (Figure 4(b) ). Collaboration between three robots: We show here the effects of multiple loop closures between three robots. Two ground robots r 1 and r 2 move along circles in different locations on the environment. They never meet, and their maps never overlap. The third robot r 3 is an aerial robot that moves in a circular trajectory which extends from the area covered by r 1 to the one covered by r 2 .
The three robots start at a well known location, then at 240 s, r 1 and r 3 have a rendez-vous, later at 610 s and 700 s the robot r 3 detects a loop closure with two maps of r 2 (the first part of the video shows a run of this experiment). The uncertainties are expressed in the wrf so that the effects of the loop closure can be seen. The consistency plots for a single run are shown in Figure 5 . The final map and global graph before and after merging (at the end of the simulation) are shown in Figure 6 .
V. REAL-DATA EXPERIMENTS
We present preliminary results with two ground robots in an area of approximately 900 m 2 . The second part of the video shows this outdoors experiment. The robots explore the area independently, starting from known uncertain positions. Both robots have a stereovision bench, however we use a single camera to perceive the landmarks. The submaps are built using the inverse-depth parameterization as in the simulation settings. Each robot processes about 1000 images. Landmarks are Harris corners, tracked and matched with the algorithm depicted in [15] (see Figure 7 (a) and 7(b)).
In our experiments, a rendez-vous is emulated using matches of interest points perceived by the two robots, the 3D coordinates of the points being obtained by stereovision: as a result, one has an estimate of the relative robot position. The effects of the rendez-vous event are shown in Figure 7 . It also shows the image frames before the rendez-vous happens for both robots: new local maps are initiated afterwards.
The robot r 1 starts with a small uncertainty in global (0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0, 0, 0), while r 2 starts with a huge uncertainty (15, 8, 0.5, 0.8, 0, 0) (m 2 ,m 2 m 2 ,rad 2 ,rad 2 ,rad 2 ) variances for the pose. The reason of this choice is to be able to locate both robots in the same wrf. This fact does not affect the consistency of the EKF-SLAM as mentioned before. The threshold for starting new local maps is 120 landmarks. The final global level and the robot's trajectory of this experiment are presented in Figure 8 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We explored the use of a multiple local maps technique for multi-robots. We exploit the way hierarchical SLAM approach solves the loop closure and the way map merging is done in Divide & Conquer SLAM. We proposed to trigger the loop closures using multi/single-robot events such as finding information correspondences between unconnected local maps, the rendez-vous between two robots or GPS fixes.
We analyzed the consequences of the appearance of cycles in the global multi-robot graph that these events can cause. Two events might be sufficient to close a loop between between two robots, without requiring absolute position knowledge (GPS observations). Simulation results and a realdata experiment validate the approach.
Our approach is distributed, and the graph level is the sole information that must be exchanged between the robots. A central node is only required to merge maps, which is not required for the robots to build or navigate within local maps.
